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An Internet-of-Things Enabled System for Road
Icing Detection and Prediction

Zhuo Chen, Gengang Xiong, Yao Sun, Senior Member, IEEE Yun Li, Member, IEEE, and Yan Li

Abstract—Road icing has become one of the most critical fac-
tors threatening traffic safety. This paper proposes an Internet-of-
Things(IoT) enabled road icing detection and prediction system.
In the proposed system, we first design a low-power icing sensor
equipped with IoT function to periodically collect current road
status and transmit the sampled data to IoT gateway through
Long Range Radio(LoRa). Then we design a simple but effective
algorithm deployed on IoT gateway to identify road icing in
time. The algorithm is proposed based on the change trend of
the sampled data of the road state, and can be adapted to the
icing recognition on the road covered with various impurities.
Furthermore, we put forward a newly designed deep neural
network model called Trans-CGAN to achieve accurate road icing
prediction even the positive and negative samples are imbalanced.
Through a real system deployment and experiments, the results
show that our proposed system can detect the formation of
road icing effectively and timely, and shows better prediction
performance of road icing than several representative models.

Index Terms—Road icing detection, Road icing prediction,
Internet-of -Things(IoT), Long Range Radio(LoRa), Deep Neural
Network(DNN).

I. INTRODUCTION

AFFECTED by factors such as a sudden drop in tem-
perature or continuous low temperature in winter, it is

very easy to form an ice layer on the surface of traffic roads.
The friction of the road surface after being covered with
ice is significantly r educed, w hich s ignificantly in creases the
braking time of the car. This situation can easily lead to
serious traffic a ccidents[1]. A ccording t o r eports, t here are
an average of 136,309 traffic a ccidents c aused b y r oad icing
in the United States each year, of which about 1,836 people
died[2]. Road icing has become the leading cause of traffic
accidents. Since early and reliable perception of ice formation
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can significantly avoid the traffic accidents, effective road icing
detection methods have attracted continuous research in the
academic community in recent years[3–10].

In recent years, a variety of icing detection methods have
been proposed. These methods are mainly to design sensors
to detect changes in electrical characteristics or optical pa-
rameters of roads caused by road icing. Among them, the
fiber optical ice sensor uses scattered and reflected light inside
the accreted ice to obtain the ice formation data[4, 5]. In
literature[6, 7], an ice detection method based on infrared
optics is proposed. This type of method evaluates whether the
road is icing based on the absorption capacity of different
roads to specific wavelengths of light. However, the accuracy
of the optical-based ice detection method can be easily affected
by the status of the road surface, and the monitoring accuracy
will be significantly reduced when the road surface is covered
with materials such as sand, gravel and soil. Identifying ice
formation based on capacitance measurement is also a repre-
sentative method. In the literature[8–10], researchers designed
the electrodes and sampling circuits to determine whether
there is ice formation on the road surface by measuring the
capacitance of the measured substance between two electrodes.
The ice detection method based on capacitance measurement
usually achieves high accuracy on the road surface without
impurity coverage, but in an urban road environment under
non-closed conditions, different impurities that may cover
the road surface will cause the measured value to change
significantly, which will seriously affect the measurement
accuracy of this value-based judgment method. In addition,
the existing methods especially the optical-fiber based and
the infrared detection based icing monitoring method usually
have high energy consumption and require continuous supply
of external power to work, which limits the use scenarios of
these methods.

If the road icing can be predicted in advance, it will not only
help drivers and passengers avoid passing icy roads, but also
for transportation departments to carry out anti-icing practices
in advance and avoiding serious traffic jam. Unfortunately,
there is few work on the prediction of road icing. The existing
work mainly focuses on the prediction of icing on the runway
of airport[11] or on the surface of sea [12–14]. Because the
airport runway is a closed condition, the surface of runway
is relatively clean and not covered by too many impurities,
so the prediction of the temperature value is usually adopted
to predict the probability of icing on the surface of runway.
In contrast, traffic roads are non-closed roads and the surface
may be covered with different types of impurities, which can
cause significant differences in the measured values through
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the sensors. Additionally, many factors may affect road icing,
such as: temperature of road surface, covering material on road
surface, humidity, wind speed and wind direction around the
road, etc., and the various influencing factors are related to
each other. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately predict road
icing in the future through a single measured value.

From the above analysis, we can see that the perception and
prediction of road icing face the following unique challenges:
(1) The formation of ice needs to be recognized in a timely
and effective manner. The formation time of ice on the road is
usually short, so the detection sensor needs to have a higher
sampling frequency of road state; (2) The icing detection
sensor needs to be designed with low power consumption.
It is necessary to optimize the software and hardware design
so that the sensor can continue to work several years without
external power supply; (3) The icing detection sensor should
be equipped with IoT communication capabilities to realize the
timely transmission of perceived data; (4) The system should
fuse the state data of the road with the environmental data
around the road, and make accurate predictions of road icing
in the near future.

This paper proposes a road icing detection and prediction
system based on IoT data collection. we first propose a low-
power icing detection sensor embedded on the road surface.
The sensor can periodically collect road status data according
to a pre-defined working mode and transmit the sampled data
to the IoT gateway through LoRa. Secondly, we propose a road
icing recognition algorithm based on the analysis of change
trend of road state data. The algorithm is deployed on the
IoT gateway. By receiving sampled data from sensors and
performing analysis based on the changing trend of the road
state, the algorithm can effectively identify the time point
when the road is icing. Additionally, the gateway transmits
the icing data to the cloud platform and uses it as labeled
data for training the icing prediction model. We continue to
propose a newly designed deep learning model that realizes
the prediction of road icing through the integration of road
state data and surrounding environment data around the road.
The model combines value prediction based on time series and
classification based on adversarial networks. We call the model
Trans-CGAN. Finally, We deploy the system and evaluate its
effectiveness, the experimental comparison with several related
prediction models shows that our proposed system has better
performance in short-term icing prediction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the related works in the literature are outlined. We describe the
framework of the proposed road icing detection and prediction
system in Section III. Section IV detailed describes the design
of road icing detection sensor and the trend-based road icing
recognition algorithm. Section V presents Trans-CGAN deep
neural network model to make road icing prediction. Then, we
illustrate the experiment results in Section VI. Finally, Section
VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first review the work related to icing
detection. As far as we know, there is few work dedicated

to predicting road icing, so we continue to review state-of-art
from the perspective of data driven based weather prediction.

A. Road Icing Detection

In general, the icing detection method usually converts
difficult-to-recognize road states, such as icy, wet, and dryness,
into easy-to-detect electrical or optical signals by designing a
specific conversion circuit.

Optical-fiber icing sensor[4, 5]is a sensor designed based on
the reflection and refraction characteristics of light. When light
passes through the ice, the intensity of the emitted light will
be changed. Therefore, it is possible to detect whether the road
is icing by measuring the intensity of different emitted light.
However, the optical-fiber-based icing detection method has
two limitations: one is that it is easily affected by the state of
the road surface, the monitoring accuracy will be significantly
reduced when the road surface is covered with materials such
as sand and soil, and the other is that the crushing of vehicles
maybe cause the light path to change or even damage the
sensor. Therefore, optical-fiber-based icing sensor is difficult
to be deployed in practical scenarios.

The infrared detection-based icing monitoring [6, 7] mainly
uses infrared detectors that can produce different wavelengths
to emit infrared light to the road surface, and distinguishes
the road surface by the difference in absorption of different
wavelengths of infrared light in different road states. Since
the infrared reflection spectrum of ice is different from other
states, the icing state of the road can be recognized by
measuring the characteristics of the reflection spectrum. The
infrared detection method has the following defects: (1) The
large porosity and impurities of the road surface will affect
the absorption of the spectrum and cause the detector to
misidentify the road icing; (2) The optical lens is susceptible
to outdoor dust and the identification accuracy is reduced; (3)
The infrared light must be continuously irradiated to the road
surface, so the power consumption is usually high.

The main principle of the icing sensor based on capacitance
measurement[8–10]is to detect whether the road is icing or
not by measuring the capacitance value (or: dielectric con-
stant) of the road surface. When ice starts to accumulate on
the sensor’s surface, the capacitance measurement value of
the sensor’s electrode will change. Therefore, by calculating
and comparing the transient voltages established on the two
electrodes, the logic circuit can determine the existence of road
ice. Since the output of this type of sensor is only the measured
capacitance value of the road surface, when the road is covered
with different impurities, such as: gravel, soil, leaking engine
oil, etc. it will cause a significant change in the collected
capacitance, so only the measured capacitance value is used
to determine whether the road is in icing state, which is very
susceptible to road impurities. After the Analog/Digital(A/D)
output value measurement and trend analysis of the road cov-
ered with different impurities, we found that when the road is
covered with different impurities, although there are significant
differences between the measured capacitance values, there is
a similar trend in the changes in capacitance values during the
process of road icing. Furthermore, based on the collected A/D
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values, we propose a road icing recognition algorithm based
on A/D value change trend.

B. Data-Driven based Weather Prediction

There have been several pioneering efforts to apply machine
learning techniques to weather forecasting[15–19]. Wang et
al.[15] defined a negative log-likelihood error loss function,
then regarded weather prediction based on historical weather
data as an end-to-end deep learning model. By using the data
set of the weather station for model training and prediction,
the accuracy is significantly improved compared to numerical
weather prediction method. In the literature[16], Yonekura et
al. proposed a prediction model based on deep neural network,
which realized rainfall prediction based on densely observed
meteorological data. Furthermore, one weather station data is
used as a feature vector to predict the rainfall at a specific
location, and multiple weather station data are used to predict
the rainfall at any location. Jain et al.[17] established a
model based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model
to predict the value of precipitable water vapor and then make
prediction about rainfall. In the literature[18], Abdellaoui et
al. proposed a new neural network model based on the self-
attention mechanism to realize the prediction of the wind
speed and temperature value in the city. In contrast, there is
less work on road-oriented local weather prediction, and the
current work mainly focuses on prediction bad weather around
the road, such as Tomas et al.[19] designed an expert system
for severe weather prediction. By improving the method of
meteorological data acquisition and the quality of data, they
realized a short-term prediction model for severe weather
around local roads.

The above-mentioned methods do not collect and analyze
road icing data, let alone analyze the relationship between
changes in the surrounding environment of the road and the
state of the road, so they could not be directly applied to
road icing prediction. In comparison, we fuse multiple types
of data and analyze the internal relationship between the
data through the establishment of deep neural network model
in our proposed model. Especially, we combine the context
information at the current time point to obtain a more accurate
prediction of road icing.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MAIN FUNCTION
COMPONENTS

The system we proposed can recognize the road icing and
make prediction for the road icing in the near future. As shown
in Fig.1, the entire system consists of the following modules:
ice detection sensor, which is deployed on the monitored road.
IoT gateway and smart weather station, which are deployed on
the side of the road. A prediction for road icing prediction is
deployed on the cloud server. Among them, the icing detection
sensor communicates with the IoT gateway through LoRa
technology, and the ice detection sensor periodically transmits
information such as the road surface temperature, the A/D
sampling data of the road surface, and the working status data
of sensor to the IoT gateway.

The smart weather station1 is connected to the IoT gateway
through the serial port. The smart weather station periodically
collects local environmental data around the road, including:
wind speed, wind direction, illuminance, rainfall value, hu-
midity, temperature around the road, etc., and transmits the
collected data to the IoT gateway through serial port. The
IoT gateway first aggregates data from sensors and smart
weather station and filters abnormal data. Then, the IoT
gateway identifies the presence of ice on the road surface in
a timely manner by executing the icing recognition algorithm.
Finally, the IoT gateway transmits the road state data, the
local environment data around the road, and the identified
road freezing point data to the cloud server through the 4G/5G
cellular network. Trans-CGAN is deployed on a cloud server,
and the output of the model is the icing probability of the
monitored road for a period of time in the near future.

Fig. 1. System architecture of road icing detection and prediction system.

The information about road icing prediction can be provided
to the traffic management department, and further provide
warning information to the driver through the VMS system
deployed on the side of the road. After getting the warning
information, drivers can adjust their travel routes in advance
to effectively reduce traffic accidents caused by road icing.

IV. ICE DETECTION SENSOR AND ROAD ICING
RECOGNITION

A. The Design of Ice Detection Sensor

Although a variety of icing detection sensors have been
available, the following problems make them unsuitable for
our proposed system, include: (1) High energy consumption.
Most of the existing sensors could not work continuously in
the outdoor environment without external power supply; (2)
Poor perception ability for ice formation. The frequency of
sampling and data uploading are low, so that road icing could
not be sensed in time; (3) Detection results are susceptible
to be interfered. Different substances covered on the road
surface can easily affect the detection accuracy of most current
methods.Therefore, we specially designed an IoT-based icing
detection sensor. The main functions of the ice detection
sensor are data collection and transmission. Specifically, the
sensor collects the state data of the monitored road under the
pre-defined sampling frequency, then transmits the collected

1We can adopt miniaturized weather stations such as: Ambient Weather
WS-2902C (https://ambientweather.com/amws2902.html).
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data to the IoT gateway. When designing the sensor, we face
three special challenges. First, how the sensors can accurately
collect the electrical parameter data of the road surface,
especially when the surface covering material changes; Sec-
ond, how can maximize sensor lifetime by reducing power
consumption? For example, it is expected that the sensor can
work continuously for at least five years when it only relies
on the built-in battery only; Finally, how to guarantee the
reliability of data transmission between sensors and the IoT
gateway, where the transmission scenario is long distance and
low power.

In order to meet the challenges of road state perception and
data collection, we newly designed a hardware circuit of icing
detection sensor. The physical diagram of the sensor is shown
in Fig.2-Fig.4. The main entities of the hardware include:
(1) Micro controller Unit (MCU) based on STM32L051K6T6
(the red block diagram 1 in Fig.2); (2) Circuit for road
state detection (the red block diagram 2 in Fig.2); (3) The
temperature sensing unit (the red block diagram 3 in Fig.2).
The unit includes a probe and a DS18B20 high-precision
temperature sensor for measuring road surface temperature;
(4) The wireless communication module based on Semtech
SX1278 (the red block diagram 4 in Fig.3); (5) A pair of
concentric conductive electrodes (Fig.4). In addition, a 4-mm-
thick layer of engineering-plastics board was mounted over the
sensor electrode for protection purposes. In order to enable the
sensor to be in close contact with the small groove excavated
on the road surface, the sensor is wrapped around by a rubber
sleeve. The current available icing detection sensor is shown
in Fig.5.

Fig. 2. The front view of
the icing detection sensor circuit
board.

Fig. 3. The back view of
the icing detection sensor circuit
board.

Fig. 4. The conductive elec-
trodes of icing detection sensor.

Fig. 5. The icing detection sen-
sor after assembled.

We choose the STM32L051K6T6 chip based on the ARM
Cortex M3 core as the MCU of the icing detection sensor,
which not only has low power consumption but also has
abundant peripheral resources. The MCU uses 3.3V voltage
power supply and adopts a periodic working mode. When
the sampling of road state data and wireless communication
are performed, the MCU works in the normal mode. In other
cases, the MCU is in the low power consumption mode to
achieve the purpose of reducing system power consumption. In
the whole system, the timing period of Real-time Clock(RTC)
is set to 100ms, and this value is mainly used to strike a
balance between the energy consumption of the sensor and
the minimum interval of data collection. The average power
consumption of the icing detection sensor in normal working
mode is 20mA, so it can work normally for 5 years when
powered by the built-in 76Ah lithium battery.

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of LoRa communication.

The detection of road icing is a continuous process, which
requires the icing detection sensor to continuously and reli-
ably transmit the collected road status data to IoT gateways
deployed at a distance to ensure timely perception of icing.
However, there may be no NB-IoT Base Stations available
near the roads, which limits the adoption of NB-IoT in our
proposed system. In addition, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
has limited transmission distance and weak diffraction ability.
Therefore, we choose to build an IoT network for road status
data collection based on LoRa technology, so as to sense
the appearance of road icing in time. The circuit diagram of
LoRa communication is shown in Fig.6. The LoRa module
is connected to the MCU through the SPI interface. In the
sleep mode, the electric current of the LoRa module is about
1uA, which has good low-power consumption performance.
The LoRa module is awakened when the icing detection sensor
is in time to upload data, and the LoRa module is in sleep
mode for the rest of the time.

The capacitance value is measured by the method of electro-
magnetic coupling. Since the change of the A/D value reflects
the change of the capacitance value during the ice formation
process of the sensor surface, what the actually read is the
A/D value of the conductive electrodes. In addition, since the
proposed icing recognition algorithm (illustrated in Section
IV.B) only pays attention to the change of A/D value and
does not need to measure the capacitance value at a certain
time point, there is no need to specially provide a circuit for
measuring the capacitance value, which further simplifies the
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Fig. 7. Circuit diagram of the road status detection.

circuit design of ice detection sensor.
As shown in Fig.7, through the PWM pins of the MCU,

PWM waves of different frequencies and duty cycles are sent
out according to preset parameters. Here, we use 500KHz
as the measurement frequency of the road surface electrical
parameters. The frequency can be modified and adjusted from
the cloud platform as needed. Furthermore, after shaping by an
operational amplifier and increasing the output impedance, the
shaped PWM wave is output to the conductive electrodes. We
use the coupling of the plate and the road environment to shape
the coupled PWM wave through the RC filter operational
amplifier, and then input it to the A/D sampling entity of
the MCU to obtain the mapping data corresponding to the
icing data of the plate, namely: RC filter A/D value. At the
same time, the corresponding road surface temperature can
be obtained through the temperature probe embedded in the
engineering-plastics board. The A/D sampling data and road
surface temperature data are transmitted to the IoT gateway.

Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of the power management module.

We also carefully designed a power management module,
as shown in Fig.8, to control power consumption effectively.
Among them, the primary function of the on-off circuit is to
make part of the DC3V5 power supply (including: the icing
detection circuit) in the power-off state when the sensor is
in the sleep state. Additionally, in order to reduce the power
consumption of the sensor from the time it is assembled to
the time it is not installed, we have added a battery voltage

on-off circuit so that the sensor does not consume any electric
current in an upside-down state.

B. Icing Recognition Based on the Analysis of Road State
Data Change Trend

Based on A/D values of the conductive electrodes and
temperature of the road surface, we propose a simple but very
effective road icing recognition algorithm. The pseudo code
for the icing recognition algorithm is described in Algorithm
1. Algorithm 1 is deployed and executed on the IoT gateway,
and its main functions include: (1) Identify the formation of
road icing in time and (2) Feed the road icing data as labeled
data to the the road icing prediction model.

Algorithm 1 is executed separately for different sensors. The
input data is the road state d collected by a icing sensors k. d
is composed of four elements, including: d.nodeID, d.time,
d.temp and d.ad, they respectively represent the temperature
of road surface, the time of sampling the data item, the
ID number of the sensor and the A/D value of conductive
electrodes. Algorithm 1 first sets the sampling mode and
data upload mode based on the collected d.temp and the
average temperature of the road surface in the T time period
before d.time. Among them, Temp Threshold is set to +2
◦C. When the road surface temperature is between +2 ◦C
and +5 ◦C (TempRange2), the sensor will be set to work
in Commfreq Monitor Model mode, and the sensor will
perform 1 sampling per minute and data transmission once
every 15 minutes. When the temperature is lower than +2
◦C (TempRange3) on the road, the risk of icing begins to
increase significantly, then the sensor will be set to work in
Highfreq Monitor Model mode. The sensor will perform
6 samplings per minute and data transmission once every
5 minutes under Highfreq Monitor Model. Especially,
switching between modes is mainly realized by the sensor
itself based on the temperature of the road surface. Therefore,
there is no need for the IoT gateway to send instructions to
the icing detection sensor. After the working mode is set,
Algorithm1 will continue to call Road FronzenPoint Eval
function to identify whether the road is icy. The function
of Road FronzenPoint Eval is used to determine whether
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Algorithm 1 The pseudo code for the road icing recognition
algorithm
Input: Road state data item d collected by the icing detection

sensor with ID = k;
Output: Whether the time d.time corresponding to the data
d is a freezing point. If d is a freezing point, then put it into
the freezing point queue FrozenPointQueue;

1: while (IsReceived(d) = True) do ▷ Judge the sensor
sampling and upload mode.

2: if (d.temp ∈ TempRange1&AvgTemp(d.time, T )
3: ∈ TempRange1) then
4: Set Lowfreq Monitor Model(k)
5: end if
6: if (d.temp ∈ TempRange2&AvgTemp(d.time, T )
7: ∈ TempRange2) then
8: Set Commfreq Monitor Model(k)
9: end if

10: if (d.temp ∈ TempRange3&AvgTemp(d.time, T )
11: ∈ TempRange3) then
12: Set Highfreq Monitor Model(k)
13: Road FronzenPoint Eval(d, Tfs)
14: end if
15: end while
16:
17: Road FronzenPoint Eval(d, Tfs) { ▷ Judge whether

d is an freezing point.
18: Temp trend← Eval TempChangeTrend(d.time, Tfs)

▷ Evaluate the temperature change trend between d.time-
Tfs.

19: if (Temp TrendEval(Temp trend)
20: = DEC TREND) then
21: if (d.temp ∈ TempRange1&AvgTemp(d.time, T )
22: ∈ TempRange1) then
23: AD dectrend← AD Dec
24: Trend Eval(d.time, d.ad, Tfs)
25: ▷ Evaluate the A/D change trend between d.time-Tfs.
26: if (AD dectrend ≥
27: ADC DEC DERGEE) then
28: AddFrozenPoint(d, FrozenPointQueue)
29: end if
30: end if
31: end if
32: }

the sampling data represented by d is an icing point data,
that is, whether the road is icy at the sampling time. In
Road FronzenPoint Eval, the change trend of the tem-
perature within Tfs before the current time will be first cal-
culated by calling Eval TempChangeTrend(d.time, Tfs).
This function compares the sampled temperature values at
multiple time points in Tfs to determine whether the road
temperature shows a continuous downward trend. When
the result of judgement is true, the AD DecTrend Eval
function is called to further determine whether the magni-
tude of A/D value decreased exceeds the preset threshold
ADC DEC DERGEE. If the judgment result is true, the
sampling data d will be input to the FrozenPointQueue
icing point queue.

V. THE PROPOSED MODEL FOR ROAD ICING PREDICTION

For the prediction of road icing, we first predict the data
for a period of time in the near future based on the historical
road state data and environmental data around road, and
then classifying whether it is icing or not. We regard the
road state and environmental data when the road icing as
positive samples, and the rest as negative samples. Since most
road icing usually only occurs in late autumn or winter, the
proportions of positive and negative samples in the data set
often differ greatly. Therefore, we further model the predic-
tion of road icing as multi-steps time series prediction and
classification of imbalanced data. More formally, we define
the data set as D = {X1Y1, X2Y2, . . . , XTYT }, for each Xi,
(1 ≤ i ≤ T ), Xi =

{
X

(1)
i , X

(2)
i , . . . , X

(10)
i

}
. Especially,

X
(1)
i ∼X

(10)
i respectively represent road surface temperature,

A/D value, A/D peak, ambient temperature around the road, air
pressure, humidity, light intensity, wind speed, wind direction,
and rainfall value. The goal of icing prediction is to obtain
a mapping function f for the input sequence as described in
Eq.(1), which needs to meet the causal constraint of each time
step, so that the predicted label Y can be obtained through the
function.

Ŷt+1, Ŷt+2, . . . , Ŷt+n = f (Xt−m+1, . . . , Xt−1, Xt) . (1)

In particular, the length n of the output sequence may be
different from the length m of the input sequence in Eq.(1).

A. The Framework of Road Icing Prediction Model
We propose a model called Trans-CGAN, which is a com-

prehensive deep neural network model that can accurately
predict the probability of road icing in the near future, The
framework of Trans-CGAN is shown in Fig.9.

The proposed Trans-CGAN model includes two key entities:
time series prediction and classification of imbalanced data.
Time series prediction realizes the prediction of short-term
future road data, such as road temperature values, road A/D
values, etc. It is generated based on historical data at a certain
point in time. Since the self-attention based model [20–22]
can learn the complex patterns from data, and this kind of
model usually allows parallel computing to reduce training
time while reducing performance degradation due to long-
term dependence, we elaborate a newly designed time series
prediction entity to realize the prediction of road environment
data in the near future. Especially, we replace the original
embedding layer of the basic self-attention based model with
a general linear layer, and use Sigmoid to replace Softmax
for the final input activation function. At the same time, when
calculating Value in the attention mechanism, a window value
is added to limit the backward value and make the model pays
more attention to the previous value. The output from time
series prediction entity is used as the input of the classifier. The
classifier is mainly based on the predicted value to determine
whether the road is icy or not. To the problem of imbalance
of the output from time series prediction entity, we continue
to propose a Generative Adversarial Networks(GAN) based
classifier. In a general GAN model[23–25], there is a Genera-
tor and a Discriminator. The Generator generates fake samples
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Fig. 9. Detailed framework of Trans-CGAN.

of data and tries to fool the Discriminator. The Discriminator
tries to distinguish between the real and fake samples. The
Generator and the Discriminator are both neural networks and
they both run in competition with each other in the training
phase. The Generator and Discriminator get better and better
in their respective jobs after several repeated steps. In our
proposed model, before icing data classification, the GAN
generator generates icing data by learning the data distribution
conditioned on icing, and then continuously improves the
performance of the generator through GAN’s discriminator
feedback. Finally, the purpose of completing data classification
in an imbalanced dataset is achieved.

B. Detailed Description of Trans-CGAN Model

The time series prediction entity includes an encoder and a
decoder. The input time series data will be linearly embedded
and added to the position encoder before entering the encoder
and decoder. Linear embedding first maps the input data into
a vector, and then uses sine and cosine functions for position
encoding. Encodes the sequential information in the time-
series data by adding the elements of the input vector and
the position encoding vector. Position encoding complements
the defect that the attention mechanism itself cannot capture
position information. The encoder consists of six identical
layers (N=6), and each layer consists of two sub-layers, which
are multi-head self-attention mechanism and fully connected
feed-forward network. Residual connection and normalization
are added to each sub-layer. Therefore, the output of the sub-
layer can be expressed as:

SubLayerOutput = Norm(x+ SubLayer(x)). (2)

Multi-head self-attention can be seen as a collection of gen-
eral self-attention mechanisms. For the general self-attention
mechanism, we can express it by the following formula:

AttentionOutput = Attention(Q,K, V ). (3)

In Eq.(3), Q, K, V are the matrices formed by query, key and
value vectors respectively. These three matrices are created by
multiplying embedding and three weight matrices. The whole
attention calculation is carried out in the following three steps:

1) Calculate and compare the similarity between Q and K,
denoted by Eq.(4):

f (Q,Ki) , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (4)

2) Perform Softmax normalization on the similarity:

αi =
ef(Q,Ki)∑m
j=1 e

f(Q,Kj)
, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (5)

3) On the basis of the calculated weights, a weighted sum
of all values is performed, and finally the Attention
vector can be obtained by Eq.(6):

Attention =
m∑
i=1

αiVi. (6)

Multi-head attention is achieved by projecting Q, K and V
through h different linear transformations. Finally, the calcu-
lation results of h attention are combined, and then multiplied
by the weight matrix W to obtain a matrix that combines all
attention head information:

Multihead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)W
O. (7)

headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i , V WV
i ). (8)
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For the description of multi-head attention calculation process,
the Eq.(7)∼Eq.(10) refer to the definition in literature [20].
The values of Q, K and V in self-attention are the same. In
the calculation of attention, Scaled Dot-Product[20] method
is also adopted. This method will reduce or enlarge the
similarity value in the calculation process to prevent the inner
product from being too large. The calculation method can be
represented as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = Softmax

(
QKT

√
d

)
V. (9)

In Eq.(9), d is the dimension of the key vectors. After the
calculation in Eq.(8), each layer in the encoder and the decoder
contains a fully connected forward network. This network per-
forms the same calculations for each position vector, including
two linear transformations and a ReLU activation output, then
can be represented as:

FFN(x) = max (0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2. (10)

In Eq.(10), W1 and W2 all represent the weights in this
forward network, b1 and b2 are the biases respectively cor-
responding to W1 and W2.

Th decoder and the encoder are similar in structure, and
the decoder has one more attention sub-layer than the en-
coder. This added sub-layer is called Masked multi-head
self-attention, and its function is to perform a mask op-
eration on the data after the current prediction moment
when training the model. We continue to define a func-
tion g(h(x)) to realize the mapping function represented in
Eq.(11), where h(x) is calculated in encoder-decoder. When
the sequence {Xt−m+1, . . . , Xt−1, Xt} composed of m time
series data before time t is input in the encoder, the sequence{
X̂t+1, X̂t+2, . . . , X̂t+n

}
composed of n time series data

after time t is output through the decoder, then h(x) can be
expressed by

X̂t+1, X̂t+2, . . . , X̂t+n = h(Xt−m+1, . . . , Xt−1, Xt). (11)

The output of the decode will be used as the input of g(·). g(·)
realizes the data classification and is used to recognize whether
the road is icy. The calculation process can be formulated as

Ŷt+1, Ŷt+2, . . . , Ŷt+n = g
(
X̂t+1, X̂t+2, . . . , X̂t+n

)
. (12)

Since roads usually freeze in late autumn or winter, this will
cause the imbalance of positive samples (i.e. data indicates
that the road is icy) and negative samples (i.e. data indicates
that is not icy). In response to this problem, we propose
a GAN-based classification method, which is based on the
distribution of the positive samples represented by the existing
icing data, generates part of the positive sample data, makes
the data volume of the positive and negative samples relatively
balanced, and then trains the model.

The right entity in Fig.9 is the structure of the proposed
GAN-based classifier, which is composed of the Encoder,
Generator, Discriminator and Classification. In the structure of
classifier, GAN1 consists of G1(Generator) and D1 (Discrim-
inator) for generating missing attribute values. GAN2 consists
of G2 (Generator) and D2 (Discriminator) for generating the

intermediate vector hc. GAN1 can generate attribute values,
the data is first fed to the E(Encoder) for encoding, then the
output vector h of E is obtained. The vector h will be fed into
G1 to generate data. Finally, the generated data is put into D1,
and the quality of the data generated by G1 is improved by
judging whether the attribute values generated by G1 match
the original distribution of D1. GAN2 is designed to generate
the intermediate vector hc. The noise data will be input to G2,
and generated by G2 as a vector hc that approximates h. Then
hc is input into D2 for distinguishing. In order to continuously
optimize the quality of the values generated by G2, D2 feeds
the distinguished results of h and hc back to G2. GAN1 and
GAN2 are finally integrated to generate positive sample data.
When classifying the samples of data, both the original data
and the generated data are put into C (i.e. Classification in
Fig.9) for training, resulting in a classification model with high
accuracy.

In GAN-based classification, a random Gaussian noise z
subject to the prior distribution Pprior(z) is put into the
generative network G, and then obtain the generative data
distribution PG(x; θ) is a distribution close to the real data
distribution Porigin(x), Especially, θ is determined by the
parameters of the neural network PG(x; θ). In the generative
network G, we hope to find the optimal network parameters
θ so that PG(x; θ) and Porigin(x) are as close as possible.
Furthermore, we can use Pz(z) to represent PG(x; θ). The
Discriminator D is designed to measure the gap between Pz(z)
and Porigin(x). As represented by Eq.(13), the maximum like-
lihood estimation method can be used to obtain the objective
function L(D,G):

L(D,G) =Ex∼Poriginx)[logD(X)]

+ Ez∼Pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))].
(13)

Since Discriminator D tries to distinguish between real sam-
ples and fake samples, D hopes that D(x) is as large as
possible and D(G(z)) is as small as possible, that is, L(D,G)
is as large as possible. On the other hand, Generator G tries to
fool D as much as possible, that is, G hopes that D(G(z)) is
as large as possible, that is, L(D,G) is as small as possible.
Through the continuous competition between G and D, the
global optimum is finally reached. The calculation process can
be represented as:

min
G

max
D

L(D,G) =Ex∼Poriginx)[logD(X)]

+ Ez∼Pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))].
(14)

The goal of GAN model calculation can be represented
by a maximum-minimum optimization problem. We solve
the optimization problem by first optimizing D’s ability to
distinguish real and fake data, and then optimizing G’s ability
to generate data. Therefore, by decomposing Eq.(14), we can
obtain Eq.(15) and Eq.(16), which are respectively expressed
as follows:

max
D

L(D,G) =Ex∼porigin(x)[log(D(x))]

+ Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))].
(15)

min
G

L(D,G) = Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]. (16)
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In the GAN-based classifier, the loss function of G2 and
D2 is established by the loss function of WGAN[25] and
the central gradient punishment[26], which are respectively
formulated as follows:

LD2 =Ehf∼pG2
(hf | yf ) [D2 (hf , yf )]

+ Ehr∼pE(hr|xr)

[
∥∇hr

D2 (hr, yr)∥22
]

− Ehr∼pE(hr|xr) [D2 (hr, yr)] .

(17)

LG2
= −Ehf∼pG2

(hf | yf ) [D2 (hf , yf )] (18)

In Eq.(17) and Eq.(18), (hf , yf ) is the generated hidden vari-
ables and target class labels, (hr, yr) is the hidden variables
for labeled data and corresponding class labels.

VI. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiments Results for Road Icing Detection

We first evaluate the sensing effectiveness of the newly
designed sensor for several representative substances during
icing. Since the most common coverings on roads include:
rainwater, mud (mixed with gravel), oil leaked from vehicles,
and deicing salt thrown by the transportation departments,
so we specially selected these four representative substances
for experiments. In each experiment, one kind of substance
is covered on the surface of the icing detection sensor, and
then the status data during the ice formation is collected. The
collected status data include temperature value and A/D value.
The sampling frequency is set to once every 10 seconds.

Fig.10 ∼ Fig.13 respectively show the A/D sampling value
changes with time during the icing process under the condition
of road covered with rainwater, mud, deicing salt and engine
oil. The ambient temperature in each experiment gradually
drops from +10 ◦C to -10 ◦C. It can be seen from Fig.10 ∼
Fig.13 that, on the one hand, the time required for the icing
process is affected by the different substances placed on the
sensor surface. In addition, the range of A/D value changes
during different experiments is quite different. For example,
in Fig.10, the A/D value drops from 160 to around 120 when
the sensor is covered with rainwater, while in Fig.12, the A/D
value drops from 1100 to around 450 when the surface of
sensor is muddy. According to the results obtained above, it
can be found that when the sensor is deployed on the road, its
surface may be covered with different substances, which will
further cause the A/D value measured by the sensor to vary
greatly. Therefore, it will be very inaccurate if the road state
is reflected by specific electrical parameter values. We further
analyzed the trend of A/D value changes in Fig.10-Fig.13 and
conducted field verification. It can be found that during the
icing process of various tested roads, the A/D value measured
by the icing detection sensor will show a rapid decline process.
Before the A/D value drops rapidly, the road does not freeze.
In addition, when the A/D value decreases rapidly, the road
surface is in a state of mixing ice and water. After the A/D
value drops to a stable level, a stable solidified ice body is
formed.

Fig. 10. A/D value collected dur-
ing road icing (the road surface is
covered with rainwater).

Fig. 11. A/D value collected
during road icing (the road sur-
face is covered with mud).

Fig. 12. A/D value collected dur-
ing road icing (the road surface is
covered with deicing salt).

Fig. 13. A/D value collected
during road icing (the road sur-
face is covered with engine oil).

B. Experimental Settings for Road Icing Prediction

We continue to evaluate the system’s ability to predict road
icing through the actual deployment of the prototype system.
We have deployed the prototype system proposed in this paper
on four different roads in Songpan County, Sichuan Province
and Wulong County, Chongqing City, China to evaluate the
prediction performance of local road icing. Each deployed
system includes two icing detection sensors, an IoT gateway,
and a smart weather station. The deployed systems are also
equipped with solar panels to ensure continuous work without
human interference. Field installation of the whole system is
shown in Fig.14. In order to achieve suitable LoRa wireless

Fig. 14. A location for system deployment (in Wulong County, Chongqing
City, China).

transmission, the spreading factor, coding rate, bandwidth,
frequency point and transmission power of the icing detection
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sensor are set to SF 9, CR4 6, 125KHz, 433MHz and 0.5W
respectively.Through this kind of LoRa parameter config-
uration, the communication distance, communication speed
and penetration ability can be better considered. The two
icing detection sensors are deployed about 1KM apart, and
each is about 500 meters away from the IoT gateway. The
Trans-CGAN model is implemented based on Python 3.7 and
Pytorch1.6[27], and the model is trained and tested through
a host configured with NVIDIA GeForce-RTX 2080Ti GPU
with a 12GB storage unit, 32GB of memory and 2TB of hard
disk storage.

We collected three years of data from January 2019 to
December 2021. The data set consists of two types of data,
one is road state data, and the other is the environment
data around the road. The road state data is composed of
data collected by eight road icing detection sensors at two
deployment locations, including road surface temperature and
road A/D sampling values. The environment data of the
roads is collected by smart weather stations, including: wind
speed, wind direction, illuminance, rainfall value, humidity,
temperature around the road. In addition, IoT gateway executes
the road icing recognition algorithm to determine whether the
road is icy at a certain moment. We use 0 to indicate non-
icing and 1 to indicate icing, and then insert 0 or 1 into the
data entry at the corresponding time of point. In this way, the
labeled data for icing classification training is generated.

C. Comparison Metrics for the Evaluation of Road Icing
Prediction

The experiment will evaluate the prediction performance
and classification performance of the model respectively. We
evaluate the prediction performance of the model by calculat-
ing the root mean square error (RMSE), empirical correlation
coefficient (CORR), and root relative square error (RRSE).
The metrics are defined as follows.

RMSE: This metric is used to describe the square root of
the average error between the actual value y and the predicted
value ŷ. The smaller the value, the better the prediction effect
of the model. RMSE can be expressed as

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2
. (19)

CORR: This metric is used to evaluate how strong the
linear relationship between the independent variable X and
the dependent variable Y is. The closer to 1 the stronger the
linear relationship. CORR is represented as:

CORR(X,Y ) =

∑n
i=1 (xi − x̄) (yi − ȳ)√∑n

i=1 (xi − x̄)
2
√∑n

i=1 (yi − ȳ)
2
.

(20)
RRSE: This metric computes the root relative squared error

between two actual and predicted vectors. The smaller the
value, the better the prediction performance of the model.
RRSE can be defined as:

RRSE =

√∑n
i=1 (ŷi − yi)

2∑n
i=1 (ȳ − yi)

2 . (21)

We choose Precision, Recall and F1-Score as the per-
formance metrics for evaluating classification. In particular,
F1-Score can be regarded as a harmonic average of model
precision and recall. Its maximum value and minimum value
is 1 and 0 respectively. F1-Score can be represented as:

F1-Score =
2× precision × recall

precision + recall
. (22)

In Eq.(22), precision = TP
TP+FP , and recall = TP

TP+FN . TP
represents the number of positive classes that are predicted to
be positive. FP represents the number of negative classes that
are predicted to be positive classes. FN represents the number
of positive classes predicted to be negative.

D. Experimental Results for Road Icing Prediction

We trained and evaluate the prediction capability of Trans-
CGAN in proposed system. During the training phase of the
model, linear embedding is firstly performed on the input data
of m time steps, then position embedding is added. Finally,
the embedded data is used as the input of the model. After
the input data is processed by the six-layer encoder, a matrix
is obtained, which will be added to the decoder and perform
subsequent calculations together with the input of the decoder.
During the model training, min-batch is adopted to divide the
data. The batch size is set to 16. The number of heads in Multi-
heads self-attention is set to 8. Additionally, the dropout value
is set to 0.2. We set different epochs values and trained the
encoder-decoder module. The experimental result is shown in
Fig.15. It can be seen that the model has reached convergence
when the epoch is 80, so in subsequent experiments, the value
of epoch is set to 80.

Fig. 15. Experimental results under different epoch value settings.

We continue to evaluate the prediction capability of the
proposed model under different input time steps m = [16, 24,
32, 64, 96] and output time steps n = [4, 8, 16]. The results
obtained by testing different

From Table I, We can find that as the input and output
time steps increase, the predictive ability of the model can be
improved to a certain extent. Therefore, the proposed model
is better for long-term predictions than short-term predictions
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TABLE I
RMSE CORR AND RRSE OF THE MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR DIFFERENT

INPUT AND OUTPUT SEQUENCE LENGTHS

Input Output RMSE CORR RRSE

16
4 0.2128 0.9438 0.3369
8 0.2112 0.9484 0.3226

16 0.1875 0.9751 0.2265

24
4 0.2014 0.9546 0.3046
8 0.224 0.9393 0.3552

16 0.1771 0.9809 0.1971

32
4 0.2101 0.9519 0.3173
8 0.1894 0.9759 0.2311

16 0.1783 0.9812 0.1822

64
4 0.2498 0.9132 0.4218
8 0.2104 0.9536 0.3243

16 0.1743 0.9844 0.1663

96
4 0.2521 0.9053 0.4325
8 0.2153 0.9518 0.3202

16 0.1642 0.9877 0.1583

within a certain range. In addition, we can see that under the
same input time steps , as the output time steps increases,
the value of RMSE gradually decreases, indicating that the
model’s prediction performance is better. Under the same
output time steps, the positive correlation between the input
time steps and the prediction effect is more significant, but
after the input time steps is 16, the growth trend is less
obvious, and the positive correlation becomes weaker.

Regarding to classification performance, that is, to evaluate
the ability of our proposed system to predict road icing. We
set the batch size to 64 and the initial learning rate to 0.002.
In addition, we used the k-fold method for cross-validation,
and the value of k is set to 5. This means that the data set
will be decomposed into five parts during model training, of
which one part of the decomposed data set is used as the test
set each time, and the other four parts are used as the training
set. We calculate model performance measures in each fold,
then save the results and calculate the average of all results to
evaluate the system’s ability to classify and judge whether the
road is icy. The model is trained and the values of different
metrics on each fold are counted, and the result is shown in
Fig.16.

Fig. 16. Optimal results of AUC, F1-Score, Precison and Recall calculated
by Trans-CGAN on the validation set.

Several representative works were selected as the baseline
algorithm to compare with our proposed model. For the
comparison of prediction capability, we selected the time series
forecasting models and the weather forecasting models, as
shown in Table II. In the experiment, the input is 96 time
steps, and the output is 16 time steps.

As shown in Fig.17 and Fig.18, we compared the experi-
mental results of RRSE and COOR of different algorithms (or
models) at 96 input time steps and different output steps. We
can see that our proposed model outperforms other algorithms.

Fig. 17. Experimental results of different models on CORR.

Fig. 18. Experimental results of different models on RRSE.

As shown in Table III, we selected the numerical clas-
sification models for classifying imbalanced data sets and
the most recent representative models for comparative exper-
iments. These selected models adopted the similar training
method as our proposed GAN classifier. In the training of the
classification model, the road state data set collected by our
proposed IoT enabling system is used. Then, the prediction
data obtained by the prediction model is further input into
these models to compare the classification performance. The
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TABLE II
BASELINE MODELS FOR PREDICTION

Algorithms Description

DSANET[28] Dual self-attention network for dynamic-period or non-periodic series forecasting.
MTGNN[29] Graph neural networks for multivariate time series forecasting.

TAP-LSTM[30] An attention-recurrent neural network.
PWV-LSTM[17] Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) networks for precipitable water vapor.
SEQ2SEQ[15] Deep uncertainty quantification and seq2seq for weather forecasting.

RCNN[18] Recurrent convolutional neural networks for multi-stations weather forecasting.

TABLE III
BASELINE MODELS FOR CLASSIFICATION

Algorithms Description

SMOTEBagging[31] Ensemble-based algorithms to solve class imbalance problem.
Based algorithms includes under-sampling,over-sampling, and SMOTE.

Cascade[32] An open-source python toolbox was aiming at providing a wide range of
methods to cope with the problem of imbalanced data set.

LAMP[33] Label message passing networks for label prediction.
MPAVE[34] Multivariate probit variational autoEncoder for label prediction.

result is shown in Table IV. We can see that the model in
our proposed IoT enabled system has better classification
performance on several metrics, including: AUC, Precision,
Recall and F1-score, which means that based on the same
data set, our proposed model shows better performance in
predicting road icing.

TABLE IV
THE SELECTED MODELS FOR COMPARING CLASSIFICATION

PERFORMANCE

Model AUC Precision Recall F1-score

SMOTEBagging 0.596 0.516 0.598 0.591
Cascade 0.611 0.657 0.493 0.621
LAMP 0.651 0.708 0.628 0.649
MPAVE 0.629 0.721 0.594 0.638

Ours 0.822 0.743 0.811 0.767

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a IoT enabled system to make
accurate road icing identification and predication. In the
system, a LoRa based low-power icing detection sensor is
designed to make periodically road state data collection and
transmission. Then, a trend based algorithm which deployed
on IoT gateway is designed to make timely road icing iden-
tification. Furthermore, a deep neural network model named
Trans-CGAN is proposed to make road icing prediction. Trans-
CGAN can firstly make future data prediction based on the
context data of current time point, and achieve accurate road
icing prediction when the positive and negative samples are
imbalanced. The proposed system is deployed on the practical
scenario, and the experimental results show that the system can
make accurate icing formation detection and perform better
prediction performance when compared with other related
methods. In the future, we will firstly deploy systems in more
places to collect richer road status data and further improve the
adaptability of the model. Additionally, we plan to integrate
the proposed system into the smart city platform and provide

road icing information to the transportation departments to
realize early warning of road icing.
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